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Requirements
EM shower containment  10 0.

Optimising ECal Parameters

0 reconstruction/PID fine granularity, crossed geometry.
Space restrictions (50cm) thin plastic layers.
Sampling fraction thin lead layers.

1.75mm lead thickness

Signal uniformity doubleended R/O of long bars.
Design and construction issues identical modules for all ECal.
Structural rigidity and light
tightness carbonfibre
casing for each module.

Leadplastic scintillator sandwich.
33 lead layers, 34 plastic layers .
1 module (2m x 2m).

4cm bar width

Has the highest  flux of all ECal.
Most events start showering in FGDs.

 determined by 0

Calibration Module as well as DS.

reconstruction efficiency

Built first .

for events originating in

Cosmic ray calibration.

FGD 1 or FGD 2.

To CERN for test beam studies.
Then straight to Japan.

Scintillator bar QA

Construction

3 – 4.5 x 5 cm2
detector pads.

CR telescope to

All 34 layers built first.

test scintillator.

Module bulkhead assembled.
Layer by layer construction.
2D scan with 3 mCi 137Cs
source as each layer is laid.
Cooling plates, electronics and
lighttight skin attached.
Cosmicray datataking for 3
months at Lancaster (end 2008).
Testbeam calibration at
CERN spring 2009.
Shipped to Japan June 2009.
Commissioning late 2009.

A pulse height analysis with coincidence logic defines the trigger and the signals are
digitized in VME/ADCs controlled by a LabView DAQ, to measure absolute lightyield
(in pe/MIP). Visual inspections for shape deformations and transportation damage,
checks on the physical dimensions and light output will be done.
Each
scintillator
bar has
4 x 1cm2
cross section.
The bars
have a

The experience and infrastructure from this effort
will be available for the construction and QA of the rest
of the ECal modules.
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